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Discount Tickets on Sale
All trembers of the campus community, including S'ruDENTS, FAOJLTY, and SfAFF, may buy tickets at the
discount pices listed below:

AMC THEATERS • $23)
(May not be used oo Friday a Saturday evenings)
ADVENilJRE ISLAND - $9.25

(No expiration dale)

ASOLO 111EATRE- 10% dticount
(Must make resavation and paytmtt at the titre of ader;
contact the Activities Office)

BUSCH GARDENS • $13.80

Food Service by
ORANGE BLOSSOM
CATERING
Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner

November 10, 1987

Unlnnlty ·of South Plorlda

Student Accounting
Organization

Hours:
Monday - Thursday
7:30 AM - 6:30 PM
Friday
7:30 AM - 3:00PM
Saturday - Sunday
Closed

GENERAL CINEMA CORP. mEATRFS • $100

!J, =From the Editor's Deslc:;;; ~

Best Wishes,
Graduates!

PUBLICATIONS
The DEADLINE to submit material fa the next Crow's
Nest is Friday, December 11. The next issue will be printed
on Tuesday, January 12.
The Oow' s Nest is printed rronthly by the Activities
Office. Studen~ wishing to assist with the production,
UNITm AR11SI'S 111EA~ • $2.75
please in}uire. Your articles and input are solicited
The Crow' s Nest is produced using the Apple MacinUSF SL Pete Campus studen~ may apply their subsidy to
tosh,
MS Word, ClipArt Graphics, PageMaker, and the
some of the above discounted tickets and J.'l'reive a
OOUBLE discount (allowing you to purchase ticke~ fa as Apple LaserWritet. Many thanks to Mike Wright of the
low as $1.00). Studen~ may also purchase subsidized. campus Computer Center, and Joe Alvarez, Liz Reagor and
Kathy Malaxos of Student Government for their gent'rous
ticke~ to even~ at the BAYFRONT CFNlER and at
efforts.
AMERICAN SfAGE COMPANY. Please in}uire.

SUNSEf GOLF AND COUNIRY CLUB - $3.00
(Greens fees, must show valid USF ID when playing on the
course)

. USF is an affinnali~e action equal opporlunity employer.

Early t>eadline
the Editor

The deadline to submit material for
the January Crow' s Nest is Friday,
December 11. ALL ~n~ and
students organizations please take
note. The next issue will be published
Tuesday, January 12. Happy Holidays!

USF St. Pete Softball
Van Hilliard, Coach of the USF St
Pete City League Women's softball
team, reports that the team is currently
7-0. The team has displayed excellent
defense and has committed few errors. BRAYO!
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Holiday Sale
by Valerie I'rooser
Activities Program Specialist

The Student Accounting Organization

(No expiration date)

COUNIRY DINNER PLAYHOUSE· $17.60
(Gift certificate)

St. Ptotenbara Campa•

(SAO) has scheduled i~ annual fall
bm:tuet f<x' Thursday, November 13
at the Holiday Inn next to the SL
Petezsbwg Oearwater A.irpat. Open
bar begins at 6:30 PM and dirmer ti
served at 7:00 PM. The event is $8.00
fa studen~ and $17.00 fa gues~.

Ecl:h year the USF SL Pelersbwg Activities OffiCe sponsors a Holiday Sale
fa trembers d the campus community and the general public. This event
povides students with an opportunity
to do some Ouistmas slq:lping between classes.

Nominations fa new officers will be
accepted at the Nov. 10 SAO meeting.
Elections are planned f<r Nov. 17.

This year's event will take place on
Wednesday, December 2, from 10:00
AM-5:00PM in the lobby of Bayboro
Hall H you are interested and weather
permitting. your booth may be set up
ou~ide on the breezeway, if you wish.
There is NO OIARGE to set up a
booth. Free refreshmen~ will be
served.

The final SAO luncheon meeting fa
the semester occurs at noon on Nov.
30 in BAY-108. Don't miss it!

H you would like to parU:ipate, please
cootact the USF SL Petersburg Activities Office, bef<Je Mooday, November 23.

Rape and Sexual Battery
• Seminar
A Seminar on rape and sexual batwill be presented on Thursday,
Dec. 10 from 10:3(}.11:30 AM in
BAY-130. Guest speaker is Officer
Lilla Davis from the SL Petersbwg
Police Department The event is
sponsore:! by University Police.
tery
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CJ:

by Joe Feuer
Staff \\tiler

No and no. But I have two children, and I wouldn't
mind seeing them get a degree from here; it will get them
out on their own, hopefully.

Charlie Janis, 37, is Groundskeeping Su~ in USF

Nesr. Do you receive much input from the Bayboro

Lord of the Plants

Bayboo>'s Physical PIMt J:)epartm:nt Janis has been at
Bayboo> sirx:e Mll'th 1976, and ascended 1o his aurent
pc6ition in 1983. The Qow' s Nest was able 1o persuade
Janis to take a break from t1is hectic schedule 1o answer a
few questioos.

Nesr. How large is the cwrent staff under your supervision?

CJ:

Right roN we have seven full-timers and three OPS

(Other Persoonel ~) pc6itions.

Nesr. What is the size ~ your yearly budget 1o beautify
the caJI1'US1
CJ: It's gone up quile a bit the lR few years. F<r quite
a while it was slllek at approximately $l,IXX> pet year, but
they've been noe generoos 1o us lately. Our fiscal year
began on June 30, and by that time next year I'll have 1o find
a way to use it all so it won't be cut I'm plarming a few
things that will help me do so.

Nesr. Does your staff have a large turnover?
CJ:
Yes; it's just the nature of the job. Also, my employees are mosdy young. and this job is not their future. People
don't get too ul*lt at losing a $S.OO pet hour job. If I was
able to, I would pay them $6.SO <r $7.00 pet hour, because
the job respoosibilides are w<rth that. I try 1o be an easy
supervis<r, f<r me to get on people, they have 1o work at it
And !hey do.

Nesr. Does Baybt:JO's harborside location p-esent ·any
special problems lo yoo7
CJ: The net fJShennen who use the place lend 1o leave
roore oyster shells and other garbage around dtan I'd like.
The campus has become roore open to the public during
non-student hours than it used to be, and that makes it
harder to keep clean. Also, we're still recovering from the
mess Hwricane Elena rrude. Almost every tree on campus
was knocked down, and seaweed and saltwater were everywhere.

administration, or do they basically leave your department
alone?
CJ: When I do something noticeable, they notice. When
we removed the scraggly bushes from the small plaza area,
it gave our security people a better look at what happens on
those benches at night. and we received some appreciation
f<r that Our current Dean (Davis) seems to get around
campus and notice change rrore than some previous deans
who seemed off in their own worlds, and I seerthat as a
pooitive. My current supervisor, Ron Bugg, has been
about two years; some would say that's too long. But he's
been able to get more funds, and that makes it easier on all
of us.

rere

Nesr. Will Bayboro's new multi-purpose building in-

crease your responsibilities drastically?
CJ:

I've been hearing about it for five years, and I
haven't seen any ground broken yet. so I really don't know.

Nest: Have you noticed any big changes in the student

PLANTS

from page 2

Nest: Do you have any big plans for campus scenery (i.e.,
a rose garden or some hedge animals?)
CJ:
I've proposed a few things, but they've been shot
down because they wouldn't blend in with either a homey
or nautical theme. The benches on campus look like coffins; I'd like to Lb something with cedar wood, but I've been
told they wouldn't blend in. I also have to be conscious of
visibility for the planes and helicopters landing next door.

Nest: What kind of wildlife roams our campus?
CJ:
Besides the students, we have some hannless
snakes. I did see a 3-foot block snake a few years ago near
the library. There are also fieid mice, a few bats flying at
night, and ple'lty of tire ants. A pesticide company comes
in once a year and poisons everything.

Nest: Is your deparurent ready for the coming onslaught
of Killer Bees?
Hopefully the State Agrkulture Department will
take charge in that event; also, it's the job of the campus
security to deal with trespassers and outside intruders. I
don't feel it's part of my job to go out and awcl:: a swarm
of Killer Bees.

CJ:

body in your eleven years here?
Not really; most of them still come at night The age
has gone up somewhat, and we don't find much evidence of
recreational drug use any more, so I guess they've outgrown that

CJ:

cornnumity's behavior?
I wish the cigarette srrokels would slql throwing
butts in our planrers. They should either use our ashtrays or
swallow the butts. Some students are pretty sloppy with
their trash, although the faculty and staff are very good
about that usually.

CJ:

Nest: Do you plan on staying here a long time, and do you
desire a different job position eventually?
CJ:
Yes; I love this ploce. The next step up would be
Ron's job, and I don't think I'd want that I don't like getting
calls in the middle of the night

continued on page 3

SF£CIAL BOOK PURGIASE
Be swe to check out the Sale Table! A large shipment of

books, representing a wide variety of subjects, will be
sold at a fraction of their suggested retail price. You'll
find titles madced $.60 to $3.00 - while the supply lasts.

Don't pass up this bargain!
GREETING CARDS
Remember family and friends at Thanksgiving, Graduation, and Christmas with a selection from the Card
Department
Q.ASS RING DAY - December 2
The Herff Jones representative is scheduled for Wednesday, Dec. 2, in the Bayboro Hall Lobby from 10:00 AM
- 2:00 PM and 4:00 - 6:00 PM The company offers
special discounts on ring orders placed at that time.

BOOK BUY BACK- December 9-11.
A representative from Follett College Book Co. will be in
the Bookstore on Wednesday, Dec. 9 and Thursday, Dec.
10 from 10 AM- 6 PM and again on Friday, Dec. 11 from
10 AM - 4 PM. You are encouraged 1o bring any books to
sell to COQ-101 during these hours to see if your titles
appear on the approved list for purchase

PK. . . . ., .. ,

like to someday get a degree from USF?

GRADUAITNG SENIORS
If you have already reserved your regalia. don't forget to
pick it up during regular USF Bookstore hours November
30- December 11. Payment will be due at that time.

10% OFF SAlE- December 7-11.
Plan now to take advantage of our 10% off sale in
December. Many gift items will be available - just in
time f<r Commencement and Christmas. The timing is
also just right for stocking up on those Semeslet n
classroom needs offered at a reduced rate this week. It
pays 1o save at your Campus Bookslln..

Nesr. Do you have any complaints about the campus

Nest: Have you ever taken courses here, and wouki you

USF Bookstore News

USA Pa.lage stamps
on sale in the
Activities Office
and dle USF Mailroom
Crow'1 Nul ~~· J

DESIGNATED BULLETIN BOARDS
Looking for infonnation about ttaveVstudy opporIUnities? Housing? Typing or tutorial services?
Some Bulletin Boards at campus have been
designated 10 provide easy ~s 10 this infonnation:

..

tl

Down Under In Australia
and New Zealand
from the USF Divisioo of Special Progrcum

Come join this tour 10 the wooders of Down Under -10
the fascinating countries of Austr.ilia and New Zealand.
From the towering peaks of New Zealand 10 the shimmer-

ing beauty of the Great Barrier Reef, you'll experieoce all
the richness these lands have 10 offer.
In New Zealand, you'll begin your adventure from the
bustling city of Auckland, ttaveling south 10 visit Rotoo.Ja, the renter of the unique Moori culture, and then at
to the famous Glow-wmn Grotto. On the south island,
you'll go to the majestic soulhem Alps, with a stay at Mt.
Cook. From there you'll go to Milford Sound, ocknowledged as one of the great scenic wonders of the world.
In Australia, you'll visit the splendid city of Sydney
where the best of the old and new come together. At
Brisbane you'll have a visit to the 1988 World's Fair, and
from there you'll ttavel to Cairns where you will feny out

Crqw"1 Nut
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Travel/Study ........ COQ, upstairs, southside
Recrution ........ COQ, upstairs, southside
Campu1 Clubs ........ BAY, Lobby
Housing ........ COQ, upstairs, northside
General Services ........ COQ, upstairs, northside
Miscellaneous ........ BAY, Lobby

Additionally, there are several bulletin boards
which service academic programs and Departtrents. Ma;t of these are located on the second
fl<XI'S of Bayboro and OxJuina Halls. Of course,
there are many other info boards in the classrooms
mtd stairwells. You are encouraged to take full
advantage of this useful informatioo.

10 the Great Barrier Reef for a stay on Fitzroy Island. Then

you'll ttavel 10 the south countty for a few days in
Adelaide. While you're there, you can join the miners in
the world's richest opal fields or enjoy the picturesque
wineries in the nearby valleys.
Your tour will be guided by Professor Ha:..:y Schaleman,
USF professor and vetfrnn traveler. His intimate knowledge of these countries will enhance your tour and provide unique insights during your travels. Professor
Schaleman will ~t six lectures preceding the tour;
these lectures, which may be taken for USF credit or on
a nmcredit bac;is, will introduce you 10 the geography and
culture of the areas you will visit.
Adventure awaits you! Come enjoy the best of Australia
and New Zealand. Off the beaten tr.K:k, these lands of
sunshine and natural wonder beckon you for a holiday
Down Under!
The tour is scheduled for May 8-31, 11)88. For further
information call 974-3218 or 974-2801 in Tampa

Success Through

~reative

Thinking

Interesting Persons Make
Interesting People
by Arnold R Di Silvestro
Career Counselor

How can we give a gift to ourselves that is different from
any we have ever received? One that is special because
each person is special. A talent that is locked within each
of us waiting to come forth and grow within the sunshine
of each day. A creative talent that makes b our own
endowment For within ~h, ""the m;e of life grows from
the depths of each thought, to great expectational heights.
Each one feels that they are the IOO'lt important person in
this world. and that is fine. However, there is a second
thought that makes it all worthwhile. If each person gives
greater consideration to the other per.;on, then other
people might just be interested in them. The key to
success is locked in the attitudes W\ brings to the
activities of their day. After all, "It is not the train we
board that counts, but rather the track we are on!"
Today is but a moment, a moment pac;sing through the
channels of eternity. Now is the moment. It can never
return nor ever be duplicaled. For the moment stops but
an instant, then moves on past the journey of life's reality.
Like a faded xerox copy, ~h moment has a way of
distorting our yesterdays. But unlike a photocopy, each
moment can offer more then just a spot on the road map
to yesterday's activities. Moments are but a part of
yesterday's thoughiS projecting into tomorrow's dreams,
as it offeiS oppcxtunities for today's creative thinking
applications!

It is a special opportunity to pause and reflect on our way
to making our own decision. It might be good to keep in
mind that, "No decision, is a decision!" Procrastination
has on occasion proven to be one of the ten ''DEADLY''
sins for many a person. By allowing fate to be the chief
negotiator we allow destiny to control our future course.
1bere are, however, those rare moments when waiting
can be a prudent way to go. We may wish to keep in mind
that without risk there is no reward, but with positive
attitudes all is possible, even for the moment.
Yesterday's experieoces offer a library of knowledge that

can build a solid foundation b IOday's octivities and
tommow's opp<xtunities. Experieoce offers the knowledge of the past ingrained within the caverns of our mind.
Yet, all is of little value if one fails 10 apply their creative
talents in a most positive and productive manner. Some
have called the proper application of knowledge wisdom.
A gift worth working on and waiting to be a part of, at least
foc the moment.
We may each wish to work to gain our own gift of success.
Fa" it is not the right answeiS that many might wish k>
seek. but the right questions to ask. The questions of life
can create the thoughts that can be the food of today's
reality. For each question presents a new dimension on
each panocamic scene that is ~Wheel through life. Now
new docn are opened and new questions asked, as selfworth and self-esteem will come 10 the foce. 'Have a nice
day and make it a nicer day for sornecR else!"

Consider this: life is like a train that stops at the station of
life but a moment, then moves on, allowing another train
to take its ploce. The light at the end of the tunnel creates
an opportunity to develop each talent on the crest of new
horizons. As each train begins 10 overflow in a journey
through life, new stations will be built to meet such needs.
Fa" the moment is now, as tomarow becomes today, and
today is but a part of yesterday.
The moment is but a pause on each journey iniD the future.
Crow's Ntst pagt 5

Campus Perspective
by Joe Feuer
Staff \\Titt2"
As a service for new 800 recuming students, the Crow' s
spoke to several USF Baybm> penoruld about policies and attitudes in hopes of making the colJegiate learning
experieoce a bit easier.

Ne~

ADMINISTRATION
lntrJviewees ilx:luded Dr. LoweD Davis, Dean of the Sl
Petersburg Campus; Dr. Stephen Ritch, Directm of the
Division of Student Affails; and Dr. Sue Street, Coadinator of Coonseling Semces.

Nesr.
What do you see as the rmst comrmn problem
new college students fw:e?
Street:
The one I hear roost about from new students is
the feeling that they 11e not receiving adequate academic
advising. That's not to say the advising is not adequate, but
instead a lot of students will have an elevated level of
anxiety causing unreasonable expectations of what they
ought to know.
Ritch:
Cmfusim about acalemic advising policies.
We lqJe to add nXR advism on this campus, but basically
the student must take responsibility to track down the
sources of the infoonation he a she needs. A part of getting
a college degree often becomes hurdling the obsta::les of
the bureaucnK:y. It's not real easy sometimes.
Davis:
Preparation to enter our upper division University. Our students are transfers, and sorretimes they fmd
they cannot get their fuU complement of courses on our
campus. This often means tri~ to Tampa, the inconvenience of which can cause frustration. We must make our
campus ocademic programs more self-suffJCienl

Nest;

What positive and/or negative trends have you
seen in college students in the last five years or 1e?
Street
A good thing I see is that students are growing
up and maturing earlier, 1e they don't need to experiment
with substance abuse 1e much. They are more healthconscious and into mind-body coordination. On the negative side, I see a lot of people choosing majors on the basis
of what seems to be popular and what they can make money
at, instead of basing their choice on their individual skills

. and interests. I especially see this in females who choose
business careers. Certainly not all of them do it for the
wroog reasons, but many find later on that it's not fun and
it's not them.
Ritch:
One of the best things I've seen is increasing
motivation toward learning, studying, and accomplishing;
students are eager to meet the rigors of ocademic life. The
worst thing, which is perh~ the flip side of that earnestness, is that students are neglecting the fullness of college
life. A fao;t-food approach to compiling credits and credentials for career p~ makes the students miss out on
cultural events, lectures, and the chance to develop leadership skills by working with others in student organizations.
At times these extra-curricular CK:tivities can be even more
beneficial in later life than classroom experiences.
Davis:
On the positive side, junior colleges are doing a
much better job of preparing students for upper-level university. Students seem to be more in a research mode, and
they are not ao; frightened of computers as they were a few
years ago. The negative would be a lessening of interest in
liberal arts courses. Graduates must be educated people, not
just competent technicians. Peer pressures play a big part
here, and these pressures can extend_from academic life to
social life, which can be seen in the substance abuse and
promiscuity which have spawned the AIDS disease.

FACULTY
Dr. Danyl Paulson is a USF Bayboro Professor of Political
Science; Dr. Harriet Deer is part of the English Department;
and Dr. Stephen Thmer teoches Sociology.

w~ taught f<r the

first. titre on this campus this fall.

Nesr.

Have any of your students gone on to local or
national political success?
Paulson: There's one who's a ownty manager in Florida,
and llllllY others have gone to local and county governments in many positions with differing levels of responsibility. Many others have gone on to taw school. I'd rather
not name indimuals without their consent.

Dr. Deer, in tea:hing ~ literMure, do yoo
feel it's your job to show what makes the literature great or
to make the student enjoy the literabJie?
Deer:
It's great if they like the lilr:ratule, but from an
educational point of view, it's nXR impcxtaut to have them
understaOO it, becalse people's ~ ch:t!ge. Years from
now they may enjoy it nXR because they received an
understanding of it now. .

Nesr.

What is the biggest publem new students have
in alapting to college English?
Deer:
They tend to be scared _, death d essay exams,
and it takes them awhile to learn to see general priociples
and illustrale them in specific detill. They're very bright;
they just need titre to adapt.

Nesr.

Nesr.

ADMISSIONIREGISTRATION
Evelyn Mohler, Deputy Registrar, and Virginia Swank,
Senior Clerk, are part of the USF Bayboro Admissions!
Registrar Office staff.

Nest:

What are the JOOSt frequent problems that new
students have with the clao;s registtation process?
Mohler: Adapting, for them and us, to changing University policies and regulations for admission. Our campus
students are transfers, and many get tangled up in the fonns
and documents needed for transition. The students must
read the information sent to them as carefully as possible,
and we need to improve the language in that infonnation to
make it less complicated for the students. The less interpretation that's needed by the students will make things easier
for everyone. Regional campus infonnation tends to be
more in the fonn of disclaimer and we should be more
concerned about telling them what does apply than what
doesn'l The big problem is identifying which students will
continued on page 7
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Perspective from page 6
be registering at the Regional Campuses, and we don't have
.
a oolution right now.
Swank: The biggest problems are for the students who
walk in without prior notice to register. Special students are
usually here to satisfy certification requirements Cl' just
take a fill-in course a two for their own self-satisf<K:tion.
We have to start from scratch with them as far ~ infamation, and since registration is our busiest ~ this can
cause clog-u~ in the process. Proving Florida residency
(which can save the students 213 of tuition costs) does
require docwrentation, and often walk-in students become
so frustrated by the ocquiring chores that they decide not to
register. We in admissions do have a l~y leeway ao; far
as health immunization documentation, but there is none on
the residency. A driver's liceme, vehicle registration or
voter registration card must show conclusively that the
student has been a florida resident for twelve rronths. I
sincerely -recommend that any special student come in
before registration week to check everything oul

Nesr.
There is much cynicism about politics today.
Do you try to te<K:h politics as it is, Cl' as it should be?
Paulson: Individual students fmd different interpretations of political situations and events. What raises cynicism in one person may raise patriotism in another. The
Contra investigation seems to illuslrate this. I don't think its
my job to make students cynical, but rather to make them
see the different sides of any particular issue.

Nesr.
Do you feel the labels "conservative" and "liberal" still have validity in local and national politics?
Paulson: Yes, but mainly to individuals who intelpret
their own beliefs into fitting one of these categories.

Nesr.

Is Political Science too complex to make it a
good elective to the student majoring in anOther area?
Paulson: Obviously, I'm biased; I think every student
should have a bockground in politics. Our courses do have
a wide variety of specialized areas to appeal to individual
student's interests. For example, Middle Eastern politics

Whet positive andla negalive trends have you
seen in college students in the lcm five years or 1e?
Deer:
The positives and negatives are closely related.
In general, students are police, courteous, and have good
attendance records. They're energetic about getting their
work done. The negative is that they're very conservative
about playing games with idea'i and experimenting; they
want things to be very safe. At times I yearn for the
nastiness of the 1960s. That's why contt:uqnary material
is a big part of my teoching; it lends to be adventurous,
while building from an established genre.

Nesr.
Dr. Turner, many of the great philosophies you
teoch are oontradictory. HoW' do you teach them without
confusing the students and yourselfl
Turner: When learning philosophy, the students have to
bring a set of concerns from the culture they live in. These
will often be contrasting or conflicting. When teoching, I
try to show how a philooophical oction causes a reaction;
the contrasts bear off each other. I also try to show the
OJnlinued on page 8
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passions of the great thinkm that bring about their philosophies.

Nest:
HUJlllllities may be seen ~ being oo the ou~
a:ademically. Cal it make a comeback?
Turner: Peq>le are no longer brought up in the religioustype enviralrmlt that made humanities a vital coocem.
The intellectual content in religioo seems to be disappearing these days. That cooditi<Jn will make it impossible foc
humanities to return to i~ f(l"'llee' pootinence. Also, defming religion is getting harder. Secular hwnanism devdoped
as a rea:ti<Jn to the Ouistian tradition; now many people are
trying to call it a religioo.

What positive and'oc negative trends have you
seen in college studen~ in the wt five years a so?

Nest:

Turner: We seem to be ~roving away from the student
who merely uses the univmity ~ a stewing stone to some
sm of great career. Their cooce:rm seem t> be going
beyood everyday life, and that's good.

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1987
Nov. 2-19

AKI' EXHIBffiON: ''Contradictions in Unity." Oil paintings by
KIRK KE' WANG. BAY-107

Tuesday, Nov. 17

November 19

Alfred Hitchcock's
NOKIH BY NOKIHWEST
Woody Allen's
HANNAH AND HER SISTERS

The program is sponsored by the Activities Office which
solici~ your input and suggestions.

Wednesday, Dec. 2

Wednesday, Nov. 18 BROWN BAG LECfURE: "Is
Florida Doomed?" Speaker is
PAUL lEACH. Assistant Regional
Directa for Fisheries Management,
Natiooal Oc.eani; llld Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA); and
President, Marine Infmnatioo Network. Nooo.
FAMILY FFST. Not ®t lD the
~ 10:00 AM. Free! Family
fun!

Nov. '2fr7:T

THANKSGnnNG DAY HOUDAY- campus closed.
I
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Bishop's penooal ambition is

Saturday, Dec. 12

CAMPUS 1REE TRIMMJNG. NQ£
gpen to the pub!jc. Prizes for the best
horremade tree ornaments.
HOLIDAY SALE. Features booths
with arts and crafts, gifts, UNICEF
cards, etc. for purch~e. 10:00 AM5:00 PM, harborside of Bayboro
Hall (weather permitting) and
BAY-Lobby.
BROWN BAG LEC1URE: "Merry
Christmas Melodrama." The USF
St Pete Holiday Singers present a
variety of holiday favorites in this
1987 edition of its annual December show. Noon.
CAMPUS BLOOD DRIVE. The
Community Blood Bank Blood.roobile is on campus from 10:00 AM 3:30 PM. Give the Gift of Life!
GRADUATES RECEPTION hoooring A~ust and December St
Petersburg Campus graduates. W
QWD to the public. 6:30 PM.

o
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an in1rrnal

audiur ~ oomptroUer fa a successful 00fl1llllly, but she

efr1>hasazes that the Compulfr Oub is rot fa

NAUI Open Water SCUBA Course
by Cliff Bare
Recreatioo OffiCe
The USF St Petersburg Recreation Office will spoo.u two
NAill Scuba Diving courses.

Tuesday, Dec. 1.

JJ;j

Reta Bishop is Va-Plaident d USF Baytxm's Computer Oub. The club has 1mdergone a renaissarx:e in
alll:ndance (over 40 meniJen at pesent) and aJmUOt of
even~ this serMSier; Bishop and Oub Pres.ilent Steve
Hamil100 see nothing but U.Ovement in the future.

Film schedule for November is:
November 12

II

Staff Writer

Baybistro and Cinema, a film and food fest, continues in
November. Show times: 6:30 and 9:00 PM. USF swdents,
foculty, staff, and their families (or two guests) are permitted to atlend. Admission is free...and USF ID is required.
Food, beverages, and munchies will be available for purchase from the dining center food service.

SEMINAR: ''Careers in Advertising.".

Saturday, Nov. 21

Progra:~::! Learn

Baybistro and Cinema

business
majoR only. "English majm 11e fmding that computer
lite:nlcy is a necessity in the scmols. Our club is foc all
campus cortml.ll1ity menilers, lnl we 11e nne d1Cil
happy to give begil•~~n a patieM IDf oompassionate
introduction o oompueers," she says.

Dues fa the club are a mere $2.00 per semester. (NonCourse A begins Thesday, November 10 at 6:30 PM, in
SPB-250. The class will meet every Tuesday arxl Thursday
evening at 6:30PM, finishing on December 10.
Course B slartS oo Friday, November 13 at 1:00PM, in
COQ-218. The class will meet on Friday afternooos from
1:00 to 5:00PM, finishing on December 11.
The cost of the non-credit course is $85 for USF studen~
arxl $110 b non-USF S1udents. There will be both classroom lecture arxl water wak done at the USF St Pelasburg
swimming pool At least five dives will be required, two of
which will be offshore in approximately 60 feet of walr:r.
The dives will be scheduled by the instruciDr arxl will be
done on weekends.

For more infonnation and registration conta:t the USF
Recreation Office at 893-9596.
Support
USF
Sports

11 ( il

mernbeB may auend seminars f<r a $15.00 fee, and it
doesn't take an accounting maj<r 10 realize it's J1D'e
economical to join the club.) ''Noonally these events
would charge hundreds of dollars kJ attendees, but our
University affiliation allows us to dispense this infoonation at a cost anyooe can aff<Xd," Bishop said. She feels
that aaendaoce of non~ community members at
club events will have a positive effect oo the city's
awm:ness d USF Baybclo. Mike Wright of the campus
computer room is the Faculty Adviser, and is described ~
"an excellent lecturer" by Bishop.
Although the club is primarily a kJol b Je.ning, !lOCial

ew:ncs are not igrued; they recently had a poolside party,
and Bishop says olher social evmcs are ftx10Coming.
''With the wide vaiation in •bacltgrounds, inlerestS, 111d
lifestyles of our members, our get-togethers have the
potential to be quite interesting."
If you'd like 1o byte at joining <r learning nue about the
club, conta:t club advisor Mike Wright at BAY-251 or
slOp in at one of their meetings - every Tuesday from S6 PM in BAY-108.
Craw's Nul f'dt• 9
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EDUCATION EXPO: Thw-sday, Februa!)' 4, 1988, BAY108.

CAREER EXPO: Thursday, March 3, 1988, Student
Lounge.

November--Family Fest
Turkey Trot Field Day
by Vd1erie Prossel'
Activities Program Specialist
Enjoy a m:ming of merriment as families participate in
silly field games designed fa all ages and fa everyone's
amusement oo Saturday, Nov. 21.
Turkey Trot Field Day, C(rSpoosced by the Student
Educatioo Associatioo, Circle K Club, and the Activities
Office, begins at 10:00 AM. hartxrside. Join the fun and
test your talents in the cranbeny relay a turkey trot
contest! Bring a p~ lWlCh to enjoy while watching the
antics of others attempting our array of games! Refreshments and snacks will be povided. Watch for other
surprises!
No skill is required Family te.aim are recommended.
Prerequisite: Fun-loving attitude and eagerness to participate. Serious alhletes need not attend
Doo't miss the FUN! It's FREE! USF St Pete students,
faculty, staff and their families are challenged to attend.

Bayboro Student Development Center

Career Placement
Mental Health Counseling
by Dt Sue Street, Coordinata
Arnold Di snvestro, C..-eer Counsela
WORKSHOPS
SEMINAR: C..-eers in Advertising Day, sponsmd by the
Pinellas Suncoast Advertising Federatioo in BAY-130
from 9:30AM to 3:00PM. This event offers a fREE day of
seminars and speakers, but attendance fa pen of the day is
pnc;sible. This is always an excellent pesentation. Sign up
in BAY-112

BAYBORO CAMPUS IN1ERVlEWS: Touche Ross, a
"Big Eighf accounting flllll, will interview in BAY-112 on
Thursday, November 12, from 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM.
Please sign up in BAY-112.
OPEN UNIVERSITY: Students taking Open University
classes: Please rerrember that test grades are not available
from the Bayboro Student Developrrent Center in BAY112. You must call Tampa Open University office (9742864) for your grades. Thank you!

BffiUOIHERAPY AND CAREER RESOURCES: The
following rrental health and career resources are available
for check-out in BAY-112: The latest in a series of similar
resources, Men Who Hale Women and the Women Who
Love Them (1987) provides an intensive focus on destructive relationships. It specifteally addresses the major issues
involved in relating to angry, autocratic, and controlling
men. The authors explore the dynamics of these relationships. If you've read several of these, this book will not
provide new _material, but will give more pnc;itive support
fa warren who are struggling to get out of unhealthy
liaisons.
While there is no substitute for real-life role playing, First
Impression, Best Impression (1984) can give you sorre
interviewing tips. It describes numerous characteristics
that can really make a difference in an interview. Often
tirres we are so nervous about an interperSOnal encounter
that we overlook little things that can make a big difference.
This book can enhance your awareness of those things that
will p-esent you in a POSITIVE manner!

- --

POYNTER PICKS
by Joe Feuer
Staff \\titer
The recreation collection at USF Bayboro's Poynter U bra!)' is located downstairs, to the right of the periodical
section and behind the reserve collection. These books are
chosen for popular value without academic consideration,

and a.. such, can provide students with a break from
assigned cla..s readings. They are available for the same
three week check-out period as other books. This reporter
found the following books to be especially interesting:

liFE ITS OWNSFJ.F by Dan Jenkins. This hilarious sequel
to Jenkin's Semi-Tough lampoons pro football, the television and advertising industries, and sexual and race relations, among other targets. Jenkin' s down-home. Texasdialect writing style is an art form in itself. The book is quite
raWlChy at (roo;t) tilrei, and readers offended by very
earthy language should be forewarned.
THE PROFESSOR AND THE PROSIJTUTE, AND
OTJ-IFR TRUE TALES OF MURDFR AND MADNESS by
Linda Wolfe. Here are nine wonderfully sordid, wonder-

- - - -

fully weird, and wonderfully true tales of professionals
gone bad. One of the stories, cooc.eming two degenerate
gynecologists, wa.. the basis fa the best-selling novel
Twins. The lead stay was made into a 1986 ABC-TV
movie. Reading this book while on campus is· pleasant,
because you can more recdily trarlSpOOe the charocters and
events. Imagine your favorite Baylxm professor living a
secret life as ''Dr. Quaalude!"

MY HUSBAND, ROCK HUDSON by Phyllis Gates and
Bob Thomas. Inquiring campus minds (like mine!) love
books with titles like this. Although nowhere nearly a..
sordid as His Way by kitty Kelley a Hudson's own My
Story, this book does deliver the goods in a non-sensational,
conversational sat of way. Ms. Gates (Mrs. Hudson for a
brief period in the late 1950s) tells her stay in a levelheaded, midwestern-ex-beauty-queen style that is easy to
read, a<> the reader wallows in ''Rich-and Famous" lifestyle
episodes with names like Elizabeth Taylor, Marlon
Branda, and Otad Everett dropped in. READ about Rock's
agent hiring gangsters to protect his reputation! READ
Phyllis' description of their wedding night! READ about
Rock playing ballet dancer before a mirror! TI-IANKS to
librarian Kathy Arsenault for ocquiring this gem!

•• *• .. *
CONTRADICTIONS IN UNITY
An

~lbltlon

of Palntlng5
by

Happy

KIRKKEWANO
A NATIONALARTI5T
from the People'5 Republic of China

· TIME is the moot valuable conunodity going these days; it
is an especially critical issue for mothers and wives going
to school here. Making Time: The Resourceful Woman's
Guide to Delegaling Household Tasks (1986) is a highly
lauded resource for helping Superwomen accomplish
more. This book outlines nurrerous ways to cut time
expenses, leaving much more time for major priorities.

U:-liversity of South Florida
at St. Petersburg
Mezzanine
Bayboro Hall

ROOM 107

November 2·19, 1987
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ADMIT ONE ADMIT ONE
Discount Tickets on Sale
All members of the campus community, including STUDENTS,
FACULTY, and Staff, may buy tickets at the discount prices
listed below:
AMC THEATERS $2.50
(May not be used oo Friday a Saturday evenings)
Adventure ISLAND - $9.25 (No expiration dale)
ASOLO THEATRE- 10% discount
(Must make reservation and payment at the time of order;
contact the Activities Office)
BUSCH GARDENS

$13.80 (No expiration date)

COUNTRY DINNER PLAYHOUSE $17.60 (Gift certificate)
GENERAL CINEMA CORP THEATRES $3.00
Sunset GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB - $3.00
(Greens fees, must show valid USF ID when playing on the
course)
UNITED ARTISTS THEATRES $2.75
USF St. Pete Campus student may apply their subsidy to
some of the above discounted tickets and receive a
DOUBLE discount (allowing you to purchase tickets for as
low as $1.00). Student may also purchase subsidized
tickets to events at the BAYFRONT CENTER and at
AMERICAN STAGE COMPANY. Please inquire.
Crow's Nest page 12
USF DINING CENTER
Food Service by ORANGE BLOSSOM CATERING
Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner Hours:
Monday - Thursday 7:30 AM - 6:30 PM
Friday 7:30 AM - 3:00PM
Saturday - Sunday Closed
From the Editor's Desk
PUBLICATIONS
The DEADLINE to submit material fa the next Crow's
Nest is Friday, December 11. The next issue will be printed
on Tuesday, January 12.
The Crow's Nest is printed monthly by the Activities
Office. Students wishing to assist with the production,
please inquire. Your articles and input are solicited
The Crow' s Nest is produced using the Apple Macintosh, MS Word,
ClipArt Graphics, PageMaker, and the Apple LaserWriter. Many
thanks to Mike Wright of the campus Computer Center, and
Joe Alvarez, Liz Reagor and Kathy Malaxos of Student Government
for their generous efforts.
USF is an affirmative action equal opportunity employer.
Page 1
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CROW'S NEST
November 10, 1987 University of South Florida St. Petersburg Campus
Vol. 19, No. 4
Best Wishes, Graduates!
Early deadline the Editor
The deadline to submit material for the January Crow' s Nest is
Friday, December 11. ALL departments and students organizations
please take note. The next issue will be published
Tuesday, January 12. Happy Holidays!
USF St. Pete Softball
Van Hilliard, Coach of the USF St. Pete City League Women's
softball team, reports that the team is currently
7-0. The team has displayed excellent defense and has committed
few errors. BRAVO!
Student Accounting Organization
The Student Accounting Organization (SAO) has scheduled annual
fall banquet' Thursday, November 13 at the Holiday Inn next to
the St. Petersburg Clearwater Airport. Open bar begins at
6:30 PM and dimer to served at 7:00 PM. The event is $8.00
for students and $17.00 for guests.
Nominations for new officers will be accepted at the Nov. 10
SAO meeting. Elections are planned for Nov. 17.
The final SAO luncheon meeting for the semester occurs at noon
on Nov. 30 in BAY-108. Don't miss it!
Holiday Sale
by Valerie Prooser
Activities Program Specialist
Each year the USF St. Petersburg Activities Office sponsors a
Holiday Sale for members d the campus community and the general
public. This event provides students with an opportunity
to do some Christmas shopping between classes.
This year's event will take place on Wednesday, December 2,
from 10:00AM-5:00PM in the lobby of Bayboro Hall If you are
interested and weather permitting your booth may be set up
outside on the breezeway, if you wish.
There is NO CHARGE to set up a booth. Free refreshments will be
served.
If you would like to participate, please contact the
USF St. Petersburg Activities Office, before Monday, November 23.
Rape and Sexual Battery Seminar
A Seminar on rape and sexual battery will be presented on Thursday,
Dec. 10 from 10:30.11:30 AM in BAY -130. Guest speaker is Officer
Lilla Davis from the St. Petersburg Police Department The event is
sponsored by University Police.
Crow's Nest page 1
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Lord of the Plants
by Joe Feuer
Staff Writer
Charlie Janis, 37, is Groundskeeping Supervisor in USF Bayboro's
Physical Plant Department Janis has been at Bayboro since March
1976, and ascended to his current position in 1983. The Crow's
Nest was able to persuade Janis to take a break from this hectic
schedule to answer a few questions.
Nest. How large is the current staff under your supervision?
CJ: Right now we have seven full-timers and three OPS
(Other Personnel services) positions.
Nest. What is the size of your yearly budget to beautify
the campus
CJ: It's gone up quite a bit the last few years. For quite
a while it was stuck at approximately $l,000 per year, but
they've been more generous to us lately. Our fiscal year
began on June 30, and by that time next year I'll have to find
a way to use it all so it won't be cut I'm planning a few
things that will help me do so.
Nest. Does your staff have a large turnover?
CJ: Yes; it's just the nature of the job. Also, my employees
are mostly young. and this job is not their future. People
don't get too upset at losing a $5.00 per hour job. If I was
able to, I would pay them $6.50 or $7.00 per hour, because
the job responsibilities are worth that. I try to be an easy
supervisor, for me to get on people, they have to work at it
And they do.
Nest. Does Bayboro's harborside location present any
special problems to you
CJ: The net fishermen who use the place tend to leave
more oyster shells and other garbage around than I'd like.
The campus has become more open to the public during
non-student hours than it used to be, and that makes it
harder to keep clean. Also, we're still recovering from the
mess Hurricane Elena made. Almost every tree on campus
was knocked down, and seaweed and saltwater were everywhere.
Nest: Have you ever taken courses here, and would you
like to someday get a degree from USF?
CJ: No and no. But I have two children, and I wouldn't
mind seeing them get a degree from here; it will get them
out on their own, hopefully.
Nest. Do you receive much input from the Bayboro
administration, or do they basically leave your department
alone?
CJ: When I do something noticeable, they notice. When
we removed the scraggly bushes from the small plaza area,
it gave our security people a better look at what happens on
those benches at night. and we received some appreciation
for that. Our current Dean (Davis) seems to get around
campus and notice change more than some previous deans
Page 3
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who seemed off in their own worlds, and I see that as a
positive. My current supervisor, Ron Bugg, has been here
about two years; some would say that's too long. But he's
been able to get more funds, and that makes it easier on all
of us.
Nest. Will Bayboro's new multi-purpose building increase
your responsibilities drastically?
CJ: I've been hearing about it for five years, and I
haven't seen any ground broken yet. so I really don't know.
Nest: Have you noticed any big changes in the student
body in your eleven years here?
CJ: Not really; most of them still come at night The age
has gone up somewhat, and we don't find much evidence of
recreational drug use any more, so I guess they've out
grown that
Nest. Do you have any complaints about the campus
community's behavior?
CJ: I wish the cigarette smokers would stop throwing
butts in our planters. They should either use our ashtrays or
swallow the butts. Some students are pretty sloppy with
their trash, although the faculty and staff are very good
about that usually.
Nest: Do you plan on staying here a long time, and do you
desire a different job position eventually?
CJ: Yes; I love this place. The next step up would be
Ron's job, and I don't think I'd want that I don't like
getting calls in the middle of the night
continued on page 3
PLANTS from page 2
Nest: Do you have any big plans for campus scenery (i.e.,
a rose garden or some hedge animals?)
CJ: I've proposed a few things, but they've been shot
down because they wouldn't blend in with either a homey
or nautical theme. The benches on campus look like coffins;
I'd like to do something with cedar wood, but I've been
told they wouldn't blend in. I also have to be conscious of
visibility for the planes and helicopters landing next door.
Nest: What kind of wildlife roams our campus?
CJ: Besides the students, we have some harmless
snakes. I did see a 3-foot block snake a few years ago near
the library. There are also field mice, a few bats flying at
night, and plenty of fire ants. A pesticide company comes
in once a year and poisons everything.
Nest: Is your department ready for the coming onslaught
of Killer Bees?
CJ: Hopefully the State Agriculture Department will
take charge in that event; also, it's the job of the campus
Page 4
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security to deal with trespassers and outside intruders. I
don't feel it's part of my job to go out and attack a swarm
of Killer Bees.
USF Bookstore News GRADUATING SENIORS
If you have already reserved your regalia. don't forget to
pick it up during regular USF Bookstore hours November
30- December 11. Payment will be due at that time.
SPECIAL BOOK PURCHASE
Be sure to check out the Sale Table! A large shipment of
books, representing a wide variety of subjects, will be
sold at a fraction of their suggested retail price. You'll
find titles marked $.60 to $3.00 - while the supply lasts.
Don't pass up this bargain!
GREETING CARDS
Remember family and friends at Thanksgiving, Graduation,
and Christmas with a selection from the Card Department
CLASS RING DAY - December 2
The Herff Jones representative is scheduled for Wednesday,
Dec. 2, in the Bayboro Hall Lobby from 10:00 AM
- 2:00 PM and 4:00 - 6:00 PM The company offers
special discounts on ring orders placed at that time.
10% OFF SALE- December 7-11.
Plan now to take advantage of our 10% off sale in
December. Many gift items will be available - just in
time for Commencement and Christmas. The timing is
also just right for stocking up on those Semester in
classroom needs offered at a reduced rate this week. It
pays to save at your Campus Bookstore.
BOOK BUY BACK- December 9-11.
A representative from Follett College Book Co. will be in
the Bookstore on Wednesday, Dec. 9 and Thursday, Dec.
10 from 10 AM- 6 PM and again on Friday, Dec. 11 from
10 AM - 4 PM. You are encouraged 1o bring any books to
sell to COQ-101 during these hours to see if your titles
appear on the approved list for purchase
USA Postage stamps on sale in the Activities Office
and the USF Mailroom
Crow's Nest page 3
Down Under In Australia and New Zealand
from the USF Division of Special Program
Come join this tour 10 the wonders of Down Under -to
the fascinating countries of Australia and New Zealand.
From the towering peaks of New Zealand 10 the shimmering
beauty of the Great Barrier Reef, you'll experience all
the richness these lands have to offer.
In New Zealand, you'll begin your adventure from the
bustling city of Auckland, traveling south to visit Rotorua,
Page 5
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the center of the unique Maori culture, and then at
to the famous Glow-worm Grotto. On the south island,
you'll go to the majestic southern Alps, with a stay at Mt.
Cook. From there you'll go to Milford Sound, acknowledged as
one of the great scenic wonders of the world.
In Australia, you'll visit the splendid city of Sydney
where the best of the old and new come together. At
Brisbane you'll have a visit to the 1988 World's Fair, and
from there you'll travel to Cairns where you will ferry out
to the Great Barrier Reef for a stay on Fitzroy Island. Then
you'll travel to the south country for a few days in
Adelaide. While you're there, you can join the miners in
the world's richest opal fields or enjoy the picturesque
wineries in the nearby valleys.
Your tour will be guided by Professor Harry Schaleman,
USF professor and veteran traveler. His intimate knowledge of
these countries will enhance your tour and provide unique
insights during your travels. Professor Schaleman will present
six lectures preceding the tour; these lectures, which may be
taken for USF credit or on a noncredit basis, will introduce
you to the geography and culture of the areas you will visit.
Adventure awaits you! Come enjoy the best of Australia
and New Zealand. Off the beaten track, these lands of
sunshine and natural wonder beckon you for a holiday
Down Under!
The tour is scheduled for May 8-31, 1988. For further
information call 974-3218 or 974-2801 in Tampa
Crow's Nest Page 4
DESIGNATED BULLETIN BOARDS
Looking for information about travel study opportunities?
Housing? Typing or tutorial services?
Some Bulletin Boards at campus have been
designated to provide easy access to this information:
Travel/Study .... .... COQ, upstairs, southside
Recreation ........ COQ, upstairs, southside
Campus Clubs ........ BAY, Lobby
Housing ........ COQ, upstairs, northside
General Services ........ COQ, upstairs, northside
Miscellaneous ........ BAY, Lobby
Additionally, there are several bulletin boards
which service academic programs and Departments. Most of these are
located on the second floors of Bayboro and Coquina Halls.
Of course, there are many other info boards in the classrooms
and stairwells. You are encouraged to take full
advantage of this useful information.
Success Through creative Thinking
Interesting Persons Make Interesting People
by Arnold R Di Silvestro
Career Counselor
How can we give a gift to ourselves that is different from
any we have ever received? One that is special because
Page 6
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each person is special. A talent that is locked within each
of us waiting to come forth and grow within the sunshine
of each day. A creative talent that makes b our own
endowment For within each, the rose of life grows from
the depths of each thought, to great expectational heights.
Each one feels that they are the most important person in
this world. and that is fine. However, there is a second
thought that makes it all worthwhile. If each person gives
greater consideration to the other person, then other
people might just be interested in them. The key to
success is locked in the attitudes each brings to the
activities of their day. After all, "It is not the train we
board that counts, but rather the track we are on!"
Today is but a moment, a moment passing through the
channels of eternity. Now is the moment. It can never
return nor ever be duplicated. For the moment stops but
an instant, then moves on past the journey of life's reality.
Like a faded xerox copy, each moment has a way of
distorting our yesterdays. But unlike a photocopy, each
moment can offer more then just a spot on the road map
to yesterday's activities. Moments are but a part of
yesterday's thought projecting into tomorrow's dreams,
as it offer opportunities for today's creative thinking
applications!
Consider this: life is like a train that stops at the station of
life but a moment, then moves on, allowing another train
to take its place. The light at the end of the tunnel creates
an opportunity to develop each talent on the crest of new
horizons. As each train begins to overflow in a journey
through life, new stations will be built to meet such needs.
For the moment is now, as tomorrow becomes today, and
today is but a part of yesterday.
The moment is but a pause on each journey into the future.
It is a special opportunity to pause and reflect on our way
to making our own decision. It might be good to keep in
mind that, "No decision, is a decision!" Procrastination
has on occasion proven to be one of the ten ''DEADLY''
sins for many a person. By allowing fate to be the chief
negotiator we allow destiny to control our future course.
There are, however, those rare moments when waiting
can be a prudent way to go. We may wish to keep in mind
that without risk there is no reward, but with positive
attitudes all is possible, even for the moment.
Yesterday's experiences offer a library of knowledge that
can build a solid foundation b Today's activities and
tomorrow's opportunities. Experience offers the known
edge of the past ingrained within the caverns of our mind.
Yet, all is of little value if one fails to apply their creative
talents in a most positive and productive manner. Some
have called the proper application of knowledge wisdom.
A gift worth working on and waiting to be a part of, at least
for the moment.
We may each wish to work to gain our own gift of success.
For it is not the right answers that many might wish to
seek. but the right questions to ask. The questions of life
can create the thoughts that can be the food of today's
reality. For each question presents a new dimension on
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each panoramic scene that is Wheel through life. Now
new doors are opened and new questions asked, as self
worth and self-esteem will come to the face. 'Have a nice
day and make it a nicer day for someone else!"
Crow's Nest page 5
Campus Perspective
by Joe Feuer
Staff Writer
As a service for new 800 returning students, the Crow's
Nest spoke to several USF Bayboro personnel about policies
and attitudes in hopes of making the collegiate learning
experience a bit easier.
ADMINISTRATION
interviewees included Dr. Lowell E Davis, Dean of the
St. Petersburg Campus; Dr. Stephen Ritch, Director of the
Division of Student Affairs; and Dr. Sue Street, Coordinator
of Counseling Services.
Nest. What do you see as the most common problem
new college students face?
Street: The one I hear roost about from new students is
the feeling that they did not receiving adequate academic
advising. That's not to say the advising is not adequate, but
instead a lot of students will have an elevated level of
anxiety causing unreasonable expectations of what they
ought to know.
Ritch: Confusion about academic advising policies.
We hope to add more advisors on this campus, but basically
the student must take responsibility to track down the
sources of the information he a she needs. A part of getting
a college degree often becomes hurdling the obstacles of
the bureaucracy. It's not real easy sometimes.
Davis: Preparation to enter our upper division University.
Our students are transfers, and sometimes they find
they cannot get their full complement of courses on our
campus. This often means trips to Tampa, the inconvenience of
which can cause frustration. We must make our campus academic
programs more self-sufficient
Nest; What positive and/or negative trends have you
seen in college students in the last five years or so?
Street A good thing I see is that students are growing
up and maturing earlier, so they don't need to experiment
with substance abuse as much. They are more health
conscious and into mind-body coordination. On the negative side,
I see a lot of people choosing majors on the basis
of what seems to be popular and what they can make money
at, instead of basing their choice on their individual skills
Crow's Nest page 6
and interests. I especially see this in females who choose
business careers. Certainly not all of them do it for the
wrong reasons, but many find later on that it's not fun and
it's not them.
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Ritch: One of the best things I've seen is increasing
motivation toward learning, studying, and accomplishing;
students are eager to meet the rigors of academic life. The
worst thing, which is perhaps the flip side of that earnestness,
is that students are neglecting the fullness of college
life. A fast-food approach to compiling credits and credentials
for career planning makes the students miss out on
cultural events, lectures, and the chance to develop leadership
skills by working with others in student organizations.
At times these extra-curricular activities can be even more
beneficial in later life than classroom experiences.
Davis: On the positive side, junior colleges are doing a
much better job of preparing students for upper-level university.
Students seem to be more in a research mode, and
they are not as frightened of computers as they were a few
years ago. The negative would be a lessening of interest in
liberal arts courses. Graduates must be educated people, not
just competent technicians. Peer pressures play a big part
here, and these pressures can extend_from academic life to
social life, which can be seen in the substance abuse and
promiscuity which have spawned the AIDS disease.
ADMISSION REGISTRATION
Evelyn Mohler, Deputy Registrar, and Virginia Swank,
Senior Clerk, are part of the USF Bayboro Admissions!
Registrar Office staff.
Nest: What are the most frequent problems that new
students have with the class registration process?
Mohler: Adapting, for them and us, to changing University
policies and regulations for admission. Our campus
students are transfers, and many get tangled up in the forms
and documents needed for transition. The students must
read the information sent to them as carefully as possible,
and we need to improve the language in that information to
make it less complicated for the students. The less
interpretation that's needed by the students will make things easier
for everyone. Regional campus information tends to be
more in the form of disclaimer and we should be more
concerned about telling them what does apply than what
doesn't The big problem is identifying which students will
continued on page 7
Perspective from page 6
be registering at the Regional Campuses, and we don't have
a solution right now. .
Swank: The biggest problems are for the students who
walk in without prior notice to register. Special students are
usually here to satisfy certification requirements or just
take a fill-in course a two for their own self-satisfaction.
We have to start from scratch with them as far information,
and since registration is our busiest; this can
cause clog-up in the process. Proving Florida residency
(which can save the students 2/3 of tuition costs) does
require documentation, and often walk-in students become
so frustrated by the acquiring chores that they decide not to
register. We in admissions do have a 14-day leeway as far
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as health immunization documentation, but there is none on
the residency. A driver's license, vehicle registration or
voter registration card must show conclusively that the
student has been a Florida resident for twelve months. I
sincerely recommend that any special student come in
before registration week to check everything out
FACULTY
Dr. Darryl Paulson is a USF Bayboro Professor of Political
Science; Dr. Harriet Deer is part of the English Department;
and Dr. Stephen Thmer teaches Sociology.
Nest. There is much cynicism about politics today.
Do you try to teach politics as it is, or as it should be?
Paulson: Individual students find different interpretations of
political situations and events. What raises cynicism
in one person may raise patriotism in another. The
Contra investigation seems to illustrate this. I don't think its
my job to make students cynical, but rather to make them
see the different sides of any particular issue.
Nest. Do you feel the labels "conservative" and "liberal" still
have validity in local and national politics?
Paulson: Yes, but mainly to individuals who interpret
their own beliefs into fitting one of these categories.
Nest. Is Political Science too complex to make it a
good elective to the student majoring in another area?
Paulson: Obviously, I'm biased; I think every student
should have a background in politics. Our courses do have
a wide variety of specialized areas to appeal to individual
student's interests. For example, Middle Eastern politics
who taught for the first. on this campus this fall.
Nest. Have any of your students gone on to local or
national political success?
Paulson: There's one who's a county manager in Florida,
and many others have gone to local and county governments in
many positions with differing levels of responsibility.
Many others have gone on to law school. I'd rather
not name individuals without their consent.
Nest. Dr. Deer, in teaching literature, do you
feel it's your job to show what makes the literature great or
to make the student enjoy the literature?
Deer: It's great if they like the literature, but from an
educational point of view, it's not important to have them
understand it, because people's change. Years from
now they may enjoy it more because they received an
understanding of it now .
Nest. What is the biggest problem new students have
in adapting to college English?
Deer: They tend to be scared to death of essay exams,
and it takes them awhile to learn to see general principles
and illustrate them in specific detail. They're very bright;
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they just need time to adapt.
Nest. Whet positive and negative trends have you
seen in college students in the last five years or so?
Deer: The positives and negatives are closely related.
In general, students are polite, courteous, and have good
attendance records. They're energetic about getting their
work done. The negative is that they're very conservative
about playing games with idea and experimenting; they
want things to be very safe. At times I yearn for the
nastiness of the 1960s. That's why contrary material
is a big part of my teaching; it lends to be adventurous,
while building from an established genre.
Nest. Dr. Turner, many of the great philosophies you
teach are contradictory. How do you teach them without
confusing the students and yourself
Turner: When learning philosophy, the students have to
bring a set of concerns from the culture they live in. These
will often be contrasting or conflicting. When teaching, I
try to show how a philosophical action causes a reaction;
the contrasts bear off each other. I also try to show the
Continued on page 8
Crow's Nest page 7
Perspective from page 7
passions of the great thinking that bring about their
philosophies.
Nest: Humanities may be seen as being on the outs
academically. Call it make a comeback?
Turner: People are no longer brought up in the religious
type environment that made humanities a vital concern.
The intellectual content in religion seems to be disappearing
these days. That condition will make it impossible for
humanities to return to its former prominence. Also, defining
religion is getting harder. Secular humanism developed
as a relation to the Ouistian tradition; now many people are
trying to call it a religion.
Nest: What positive and negative trends have you
seen in college students in the last five years a so?
Turner: We seem to be moving away from the student
who merely uses the university a stepping stone to some
of great career. Their concern seem to be going
beyond everyday life, and that's good.
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1987
Nov. 2-19 ART EXHIBITION: ''Contradictions in Unity."
Oil paintings by
KIRK KE' WANG. BAY-107
Tuesday, Nov. 17 SEMINAR: ''Careers in Advertising.".
Wednesday, Nov. 18 BROWN BAG LECTURE: "Is Florida Doomed?"
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Speaker is PAUL LEACH. Assistant Regional
Director for Fisheries Management,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA); and
President, Marine Information Network. Noon.
Saturday, Nov. 21 FAMILY FEST. Not Open to the public
10:00 AM. Free! Family fun!
Nov.26-27
THANKSGIVING DAY HOLIDAY- campus closed.
Baybistro and Cinema
Baybistro and Cinema, a film and food fest, continues in
November. Show times: 6:30 and 9:00 PM. USF students,
faculty, staff, and their families (or two guests) are permit
ted to attend. Admission is free ... and USF ID is required.
Food, beverages, and munchies will be available for purchase
from the dining center food service.
Film schedule for November is:
November 12 Alfred Hitchcock's NORTH BY NORTHWEST
November 19 Woody Allen's HANNAH AND HER SISTERS
The program is sponsored by the Activities Office which
solicits your input and suggestions.
Tuesday, Dec. 1. CAMPUS TREE TRIMMING. NOT open to the public.
Prizes for the best homemade tree ornaments.
Wednesday, Dec. 2 HOLIDAY SALE. Features booths
with arts and crafts, gifts, UNICEF cards, etc. for purchase.
10:00 AM-5:00 PM, harborside of Bayboro Hall (weather permitting)
and BAY-Lobby.
BROWN BAG LECTURE: "Merry Christmas Melodrama." The USF
St Pete Holiday Singers present a variety of holiday favorites
in this 1987 edition of its annual December show. Noon.
CAMPUS BLOOD DRIVE. The Community Blood Bank Bloodmobile is
on campus from 10:00 AM - 3:30 PM. Give the Gift of Life!
Saturday, Dec. 12
GRADUATES RECEPTION honoring A must and December St. Petersburg
Campus graduates. NOT OPEN to the public. 6:30 PM.
NAUI Open Water SCUBA Course
by Cliff Bare
Recreation Office
The USF St Petersburg Recreation Office will spend two
Scuba Diving courses.
Course A begins Tuesday, November 10 at 6:30 PM, in
SPB-250. The class will meet every Tuesday and Thursday
evening at 6:30PM, finishing on December 10.
Course B starts on Friday, November 13 at 1:00PM, in
COQ-218. The class will meet on Friday afternoons from
1:00 to 5:00PM, finishing on December 11.
The cost of the non-credit course is $85 for USF students
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and $110 for non-USF Students. There will be both classroom
lecture at water wak done at the USF St Petersburg
swimming pool At least five dives will be required, two of
which will be offshore in approximately 60 feet of water.
The dives will be scheduled by the instructor and will be
done on weekends.
For more information and registration contact the USF
Recreation Office at 893-9596.
Support USF Sports
Program Learning
by Joe Feuer
Staff Writer
Reta Bishop is Vice-President of USF Bayboro Computer Club.
The club has undergone a Renaissance attendance (over 40
members at present) and amount of events this semerster.
Bishop and Club President Steve Hamilton see nothing but
improvement in the future.
Bishop's personal ambition is to become an internal
auditor or comtroller for a successful, but she
emphasizes that the Computer Club is not for business
majors only. "English majors are finding that computer
literacy is a necessity in the schools. Our club is focus all
campus community members, and we are more than
happy to give begin a patience IDf compassionate
introduction to computers," she says.
Dues for the club are a mere $2.00 per semester. (Non
members may attend seminars for a $15.00 fee, and it
doesn't take an accounting major to realize it's more
economical to join the club.) "Normally these events
would charge hundreds of dollars attendees, but our
University affiliation allows us to dispense this
information at a cost anyone can afford," Bishop said. She
feels that attendance of non-community members at
club events will have a positive effect on the city's
awareness of USF Bayboro. Mike Wright of the campus
computer room is the Faculty Adviser, and is described as
"an excellent lecturer" by Bishop.
Although the club is primarily a tool for learning, social
events are not ignored; they recently had a poolside party,
and Bishop says other social ethics are forthcoming.
''With the wide variation in backgrounds, interests, and
lifestyles of our members, our get-togethers have the
potential to be quite interesting."
If you'd like to byte at joining or learning about the
club, contact club advisor Mike Wright at BAY-251 or
stop in at one of their meetings - every Tuesday from S6 PM in BAY-108.
Crow's Nest
November--Family Fest Turkey Trot Field Day
by Valerie Prosser
Activities Program Specialist
Enjoy a morning of merriment as families participate in
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silly field games designed for all ages and for everyone's
amusement on Saturday, Nov. 21.
Turkey Trot Field Day, Co-Sponsored by the Student
Education Association, Circle K Club, and the Activities
Office, begins at 10:00 AM. harborside. Join the fun and
test your talents in the cranberry relay a turkey trot
contest! Bring a which to enjoy while watching the
antics of others attempting our array of games! Refreshments
and snacks will be provided. Watch for other surprises!
No skill is required Family teams are recommended.
Prerequisite: Fun-loving attitude and eagerness to
participate. Serious athletes need not attend
Don't miss the FUN! It's FREE! USF St Pete students,
faculty, staff and their families are challenged to attend.
Bayboro Student Development Center
Career Placement
Mental Health Counseling
by Dr. Sue Street, Coordinator
Arnold Di Silvestro, Peer Counselor
WORKSHOPS
SEMINAR: peers in Advertising Day, sponsored by the
Pinellas Suncoast Advertising Federation in BAY -130
from 9:30AM to 3:00PM. This event offers a FREE day of
seminars and speakers, but attendance for part of the day is
possible. This is always an excellent presentation. Sign up
in BAY-112.
EDUCATION EXPO: Thursday, February 4, 1988, BAY-108.
CAREER EXPO: Thursday, March 3, 1988, Student Lounge.
BAYBORO CAMPUS Interviews: Touche Ross, a "Big Eight"
accounting firm, will interview in BAY -112 on
Thursday, November 12, from 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM.
Please sign up in BAY -112.
OPEN UNIVERSITY: Students taking Open University
classes: Please remember that test grades are not available
from the Bayboro Student Development Center in BAY-112. You
must call Tampa Open University office (974-2864) for your
grades. Thank you!
BIBLIOTHERAPY AND CAREER RESOURCES: The
following mental health and career resources are available
for check-out in BAY -112: The latest in a series of similar
resources, Men Who Hale Women and the Women Who
Love Them (1987) provides an intensive focus on destructive
relationships. It specifically addresses the major issues
involved in relating to angry, autocratic, and controlling
men. The authors explore the dynamics of these relation
ships. If you've read several of these, this book will not
provide new _material, but will give more protective support
fa warren who are struggling to get out of unhealthy
liaisons.
While there is no substitute for real-life role playing, First
Impression, Best Impression (1984) can give you some
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interviewing tips. It describes numerous characteristics
that can really make a difference in an interview. Oftentimes,
we are so nervous about an interpersonal encounter
that we overlook little things that can make a big difference.
This book can enhance your awareness of those things that
will present you in a POSITIVE manner!
TIME is the most valuable continuity going these days; it
is an especially critical issue for mothers and wives going
to school here. Making Time: The Resourceful Woman's
Guide to Delegating Household Tasks (1986) is a highly
lauded resource for helping Superwomen accomplish
more. This book outlines numerous ways to cut time
expenses, leaving much more time for major priorities.
POYNTER PICKS
by Joe Feuer
Staff Writer
The recreation collection at USF Bayboro's Poynter Library
is located downstairs, to the right of the periodical
section and behind the reserve collection. These books are
chosen for popular value without academic consideration,
and as such, can provide students with a break from
assigned class readings. They are available for the same
three week check-out period as other books. This reporter
found the following books to be especially interesting.
LIFE ITS OWNSelF by Dan Jenkins. This hilarious sequel
to Jenkin's Semi-Tough lampoons pro football, the television
and advertising industries, and sexual and race relations,
among other targets. Jenkin's down-home. Texas-dialect writing
style is an art form in itself. The book is quite
raunchy at and readers offended by very
earthy language should be forewarned.
THE PROFESSOR AND THE PROSTITUTE, AND OTHER TRUE TALES OF
MURDER AND MADNESS by Linda Wolfe. Here are nine wonderfully sordid,
wonderfully weird, and wonderfully true tales of professionals
gone bad. One of the stories, concerning two degenerate
gynecologists, the basis for the best-selling novel
Twins. The lead stay was made into a 1986 ABC-TV
movie. Reading this book while on campus is pleasant,
because you can more readily transpose the characters and
events. Imagine your favorite Baylor professor living a
secret life as ''Dr. Quaalude!"
MY HUSBAND, ROCK HUDSON by Phyllis Gates and
Bob Thomas. Inquiring campus minds (like mine!) love
books with titles like this. Although nowhere nearly as
sordid as His Way by kitty Kelley a Hudson's own My
Story, this book does deliver the goods in a non-sensational,
conversational sat of way. Ms. Gates (Mrs. Hudson for a
brief period in the late 1950s) tells her stay in a level
headed, midwestern-ex-beauty-queen style that is easy to
read, and he reader wallows in ''Rich-and Famous" lifestyle
episodes with names like Elizabeth Taylor, Marlon
Branda, and Otad Everett dropped in. READ about Rock's
agent hiring gangsters to protect his reputation! READ
Phyllis' description of their wedding night! READ about
Rock playing ballet dancer before a mirror! THANKS to
librarian Kathy Arsenault for acquiring this gem!
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CONTRADICTIONS IN UNITY
Ambition of Paintings
by
KIRK KE WANG
A NATURAL ARTIST
from the People's Republic of China
University of South Florida at St. Petersburg
Mezzanine Bayboro Hall ROOM 107
November 2-19, 1987
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